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Audrey ADICEOM (FRA)
Xpro 25’’ riser and XX limbs
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05 INTRO

INTRODUCTION
As a manufacturer we are always looking year after 

year for improvements to raise the accuracy of our bows. 

Last year we introduced a brand new technology with the 
Carbon Monolith HM: the first use of high modulus carbon  to 

increase torsional stiffness whithout weight addition. 
This technology has been validated by Audrey Adiceom’s bronze 

medal in indoor world championships and Ernesto Boardman’s gold 
medal in Panamerican championships.

  This year we have worked on the relation between the bow size and 
archers draw length, and we found that archers having a draw length of 30’’ 

and more deserve longer bows than usually available.

  You’ll discover page 6 Uukha’s answer with a new Xpro 27’’ riser and new XL 
(72’’) Vx+ limbs.

  Last but not least, see page 20 our new Xpro2 risers about 100 g lighter than 
previous Xpro.

Enjoy shooting Uukha bows!
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06 NEW SIZES

Why a longer bow?

If your draw length is 30’’ or more

Bow size is linked to your AMO draw length*:
66’’ to 70’’ bows are a good choice for archers having a draw length in 
the range 27’’ to 29’’.
If your draw length is 30’’, 31’’ or more, a  72’’ or a 74’’ bow will give 
you better results.

The secret of our XL limbs

Thanks to our unique Carbon Monolith HM technology, 
providing unmatched torsion stiffness, lateral stability 
and lightness, it has made it possible to design XL 
limbs without sacrifying lateral stability or speed.

Recommended setup

72’’ 74’’ bows

27'' 66'' 25'' 66''
28'' 68'' 25'' 68''
29'' 70'' 25'' 70''
30'' 72'' 27'' 70''
31'' 74'' 27'' 72'' **

  AMO    draw 
length* bow riser limbs

     Grouping

A longer bow improves 
lateral stability and 
grouping.

     Smoothness

Longer bows are smoother 
for a longer draw length.

        Comfort

A wider string angle 
gives better hook consis-
tency.

THE RIGHT SIZE

*AMO draw length= distance nock to plunger +1.75’’
**72’’ limbs are only available for Vx+ model

NEW
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Pro Staff

       Xpro2 27’’ is the result of a detailed analysis to define the best parameters in the 3 
dimensions to adapt deflex, balance and stiffness to a 27’’ long riser, in order to match 
the quality, feeling and efficiency of the 25’’ Xpro2.
Thanks to the new set of bolts and bushings made of 7075 aluminium alloy, the riser only 
weighs 1215g, making it the lightest 27’’ riser currently available. 

      

 
 The Xcurve profile was carefully tuned to provide outstanding smoo-

thness a few inches before reaching the 31’’ draw length. This size of limbs 
perfectly matches  our 27’’ Xpro2 riser, for a maximum accuracy and grouping ability.

The Vx+ are considered as the fastest and most stable limbs ever produced, and they 
are very pleasant to shoot!
       

72'’

27'’



08 TECHNOLOGY

Speed, torsional stiffness and smoothness

High Modulus Monolith Carbon is even stiffer and stronger than Monolith Carbon, this means we 
have been able to design stronger, lighter and faster limbs with unparalleled torsional stability 
for straighter string travel, making arrow groups more consistent and accurate.

To benefit from all the excellent properties of the High Modulus Monolith carbon requi-
red a rethink of our limb and riser design, resulting in a unique patented manufac-
turing process.

Our limbs and riser are made from many unidirectional tapes of pre-peg 
carbon, moulded and fused together in CNC moulds. It makes our limbs 
light, strong and insensible to delamination. Our riser is also strong 
and the manufacturing process gives us total control over its 
shooting properties.

The properties of High Modulus Monolith Carbon in 
conjunction with Monolith Carbon are perfect for 
making risers. Our risers are straight, giving us total 
control over the directional flexing of the riser to 
provide a stable platform to transfer more of 
the limbs energy into the arrow for greater 
speed and accuracy.

TECHNOLOGY
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Speed, torsional stiffness and smoothness

High Modulus Monolith Carbon is even stiffer and stronger than Monolith Carbon, this means we 
have been able to design stronger, lighter and faster limbs with unparalleled torsional stability 
for straighter string travel, making arrow groups more consistent and accurate.

To benefit from all the excellent properties of the High Modulus Monolith carbon requi-
red a rethink of our limb and riser design, resulting in a unique patented manufac-
turing process.

Our limbs and riser are made from many unidirectional tapes of pre-peg 
carbon, moulded and fused together in CNC moulds. It makes our limbs 
light, strong and insensible to delamination. Our riser is also strong 
and the manufacturing process gives us total control over its 
shooting properties.

The properties of High Modulus Monolith Carbon in 
conjunction with Monolith Carbon are perfect for 
making risers. Our risers are straight, giving us total 
control over the directional flexing of the riser to 
provide a stable platform to transfer more of 
the limbs energy into the arrow for greater 
speed and accuracy. Long lasting  and steady characteristics

Since 2009 we have been using Monolith Carbon, we are still the only limb manufac-
turer that does not make laminated limbs or use wood or foam as a core filler. The 
unique manufacturing process and the high carbon content means that our 
limbs performance remains constant day after day, in all weathers and are 
fully waterproof.

Monolith Carbon can be found in all our Evo2 limbs, providing 
archers with a unique limb that is straight, fast and accurate.



25" RH & LH

100%

Model

Technology

Stability

100%

66", 68", 70"

100%

XCURVECURVE

24 - 48# 24 - 48# 24 - 48#

100%

XCURVE
66", 68", 70", 72’’ 66", 68", 70"

Smoothness

Speed

10 PRODUCT LINE UP

PRODUCT LINE UP  

Profile 
and sizes

Poundage

27" RH & LH
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25%

EX1

EX1

E
X

1

50%

HX10
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HX10

85%

UX100

UX100

66", 68", 70"
CURVE

66", 68", 70"
CURVE

66", 68", 70"
CURVE

20 - 40#24 - 46#24 - 46#

XCURVE 60", 62",
64"

30 - 60#

CURVE 60", 62",
64"

30 - 60#

CURVE 60", 62",
64"

30 - 40#



12 XX

The fastest limb we have produced so far

66", 68", 70"

Sizes

24 - 48#

Poundage

Standard ILF

Fittings

 
      
      SPEED + SMOOTHNESS + STABILITY + LIGHTNESS
The XX limb has been designed with a curve profile which stores more energy with a smooth 
draw force curve that is familiar to coaches all over the world. A limb with unmatched torsional 
stability and speed that performs at the highest level. XX (along with Vx+) is considered as the 
fastest and most stable limb ever produced. 

      CHARACTERISTICS 

Speed         Smoothness    Stability

100% Carbon    High Modulus Carbon 
Curve profile    ILF 
Weather resistant     Torsionally stable 
Choice of finishes & decals  Waterproof 
             

      

  
Also available on special order with the Pro Staff decals, and with a               

matt or glossy varnish.
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Standard ILF

Pro Staff

CURVE

      TECHNOLOGY
Thanks to exclusive use of high strength and high modulus unidirectionnal carbon fiber, 
mass is reduced and torsional stiffness  is tremendously increased.

Our use of Monolith Carbon HM guarantees a limb that will remain unchanged 
day after day, despite temperature or humidity changes. 

      

  
Also available on special order with the Pro Staff decals, and with a               

matt or glossy varnish.

Pro Staff glossy

CURVE
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FINISHES & DECALS

Prostaff glossy

Standard matt
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Standard 
matt

Standard 
glossy

Prostaff
matt

Prostaff
glossy

Minimal 
decals 
(matt)



16 VX+

UNMATCHED SMOOTHNESS

66" 68" 70" 72’’ 24 - 48#

Poundage

Standard ILF

     
      
      SMOOTHNESS + SPEED +  STABILITY + LIGHTNESS
The VX+ limb has been designed with the more radical Xcurve profile. The draw force curve 
is extremely smooth. Our limb provides archers with a very fast, incredibly smooth, stable, 
accurate limb for performances at the highest level. Vx+ (along with XX) is considered as the 
fastest and most stable limb ever produced.

      CHARACTERISTICS

Speed         Smoothness    Stability

100% Carbon    High Modulus Carbon 
Xcurve profile    ILF 
Weather resistant     Torsionally stable 
Choice of finishes & decals  Waterproof 
 

Sizes Fittings

      

Also available on special order with the Pro Staff decals, and with a matt or 
glossy varnish.

NEW: a
vaila

ble in
 siz

e XL 72’’
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Standard ILF

Pro Staff

XCURVE

      TECHNOLOGY
Thanks to exclusive use of high strength and high modulus unidirectionnal carbon fiber, 
mass is reduced and torsional stiffness  is tremendously increased.

Our use of Monolith Carbon HM guarantees a limb that will remain unchanged 
day after day, despite temperature or humidity changes. 

      

Also available on special order with the Pro Staff decals, and with a matt or 
glossy varnish.

Pro Staff glossy

XCURVE



18 VX+

FINISHES & DECALS

Prostaff glossy

Standard matt
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Standard 
matt

Standard 
glossy

Prostaff
matt

Prostaff
glossy

Minimal 
decals 
(matt)



20 XPRO2

25" / 27’’

Size

1100g / 1215g 100%

 Monolith
Carbon

      
       THE PERFECT PLATFORM FOR YOUR UUKHA LIMBS
New for 2019 is the uukha Xpro2 line of risers, available in right and left-handed models with a 
choice of finishes and colours, and in 25’’ and a new 27’’ length.
7075 aluminium bolts and bushing allow to save 100 g compared to Xpro 2018 model.
The unique construction of the riser and the inclusion of High Modulus Monolith Carbon is the 
ideal combination to make a riser that is strong, has great dampening properties, balance and 
shooting feel. CNC finishing of the riser and housings, guarantees perfect alignment.

      High Modulus Carbon
                  Available in RH and LH
      Choice of finishes & colours
      7075 alloy bolts and bushings
      Available in 25’’ and 27’’
      7 grip shapes available
      ILF

STABILITY AND BALANCE

New magnetic clicker extension keeps 
everything tidy.          

Mass

      

New 7075 aluminium alloy tiller bolts always keep the limbs flat 
with the tiller bolt heads and save weight.

The limb pocket design gives a secure 
limb fit which is easy to adjust even with 
the bow strung.

NEW
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       THE PERFECT PLATFORM FOR YOUR UUKHA LIMBS
New for 2019 is the uukha Xpro2 line of risers, available in right and left-handed models with a 
choice of finishes and colours, and in 25’’ and a new 27’’ length.
7075 aluminium bolts and bushing allow to save 100 g compared to Xpro 2018 model.
The unique construction of the riser and the inclusion of High Modulus Monolith Carbon is the 
ideal combination to make a riser that is strong, has great dampening properties, balance and 
shooting feel. CNC finishing of the riser and housings, guarantees perfect alignment.

      High Modulus Carbon
                  Available in RH and LH
      Choice of finishes & colours
      7075 alloy bolts and bushings
      Available in 25’’ and 27’’
      7 grip shapes available
      ILF

      

New 7075 aluminium alloy tiller bolts always keep the limbs flat 
with the tiller bolt heads and save weight.

A recessed clicker fitting 
keeps the clicker blade 
flush with the riser window.   

7 grip shapes for a perfect fit: more info page 38

25”  27"

Grip U1 Grip U2 Grip E Grip G Grip H Grip O Grip W



22 XPRO2

Carbon matt Carbon glossy
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RISERS RANGE

Red glossy Yellow glossy White glossy



24 VX1000

66", 68", 70"

Sizes

24 - 48#

Poundage

Standard ILF

Fittings

      EXTREME SMOOTHNESS + SPEED
Xcurve profile for a very smooth draw and high speed, proven high performance 

at the highest level (685/720 in 70 meters round by E. BOARDMAN (MEX) in 2017).

       CHARACTERISTICS

100% Carbon   Evo2 Monolith Carbon 
Xcurve profile   ILF 
Weather resistant    Torsionally stable 
Choice of decals   Waterproof 

THE BENCHMARK
XCURVE

Stability

Smoothness

Speed
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      EXTREME SMOOTHNESS + SPEED
Xcurve profile for a very smooth draw and high speed, proven high performance 

at the highest level (685/720 in 70 meters round by E. BOARDMAN (MEX) in 2017).

       CHARACTERISTICS

100% Carbon   Evo2 Monolith Carbon 
Xcurve profile   ILF 
Weather resistant    Torsionally stable 
Choice of decals   Waterproof 

Finishings & decals

Standard
matt

Standard
glossy

Minimal 
decals 
(matt)

XCURVE



26 UX100

Stability

Smoothness

Speed

66", 68", 70"

Sizes

24 - 46#

Poundage

Standard ILF

Fittings

HIGH PERFORMANCE

      SMOOTHNESS + SPEED + STABILITY
Our UX100 with the curve profile inspires confidence with a stable and fast shot, 

great sight marks and industry leading torsional stability.

       CHARACTERISTICS

85% Carbon   Evo2 Monolith Carbon 
Curve profile   ILF 
Weather resistant    Torsionally stable 
Choice of decals   Waterproof

CURVE
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Standard 
matt

Prostaff
matt

UX100

UX100

UX100

UX100

Standard
matt

Standard
glossy

Minimal 
decals 
(matt)

CURVE

Finishings & decals



PERFORMANCE EVO²

66", 68", 70"

Sizes

24 - 46#

Poundage

Standard ILF

Fittings

CURVE

      SPEED + SMOOTHNESS  
Just that bit faster and lighter than the EX1’s giving a more pleasant feeling to 

the shot.

       CHARACTERISTICS

50% Carbon   Evo2 Monolith Carbon 
Curve profile   ILF 
Weather resistant    Torsionally stable 
Choice of decals   Waterproof

Stability

Smoothness

Speed

28 HX10



HX10

H
X

10

HX10

Standard
matt

Minimal 
decals 
(matt)

CURVE

Finishings & decals

29



30 EX1

66", 68", 70"

Sizes

20 - 40#

Poundage

Standard ILF

Fittings

EASY PROGRESSION EVO²

CURVE

      SMOOTHNESS + SPEED
EX1’s are easy to set up, feel great to shoot inspiring confidence as you 

progress and their speed will give you great sight marks.

       CHARACTERISTICS

25% Carbon   Evo2 Monolith Carbon 
Curve profile   ILF 
Weather resistant    Torsionally stable 
Choice of decals   Waterproof 

Stability

Smoothness

Speed
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EX1

EX1

E
X

1 Stability
Smoothness

Speed

Stability
Smoothness

Speed

Standard
matt

Minimal 
decals 
(matt)

CURVE

Finishings & decals



32 IRBIS

60", 62", 64"

Sizes (H19’’)

 30 - 60# 
in 5# increments

Poundage (H19’’)

Standard ILF

Fittings

      EXTREME SMOOTHNESS + SPEED              
Irbis inherits the characterisrics of the Vx1000Evo2 limb. Utmost smoothess and unmat-

ched speed make Irbis the first choice for hunters and 3D archers.

This limb is great to shoot and generates little vibration or noise. 

Nature limbs are specifically designed to meet hunters and 3D archer’s expectations 

with draw weights ( in 5lbs increments) and sizes based on a 19” riser.

       CHARACTERISTICS

100% Carbon   Evo2 Monolith Carbon 
XCurve profile   ILF 
Weather resistant    Torsionally stable 
Waterproof 

NATURE, 3D, AND HUNTING

Stability

Smoothness

Speed
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Standard
matt

Irbis

XCURVE



34 SAÏGA

60", 62", 64"

Sizes (H19’’)

30 - 60# 
in 5# increments

Poundage (H19’’)

Standard ILF

Fittings

      SMOOTHNESS + SPEED
Saïga inherits the characterisrics of the Hx10Evo2 limb. Just a bit faster and lighter 

than the Tuulaï giving a more pleasant feeling to the shot. This limb generates little 

vibration or noise. 

Nature limbs are specifically designed to meet hunters and 3D archer’s expectations 

with draw weights ( in 5lbs increments) and sizes based on a 19” riser.

       CHARACTERISTICS

50% Carbon   Evo2 Monolith Carbon 
Curve profile   ILF 
Weather resistant    Torsionally stable 
Waterproof

NATURE, 3D, AND HUNTING

Stability

Smoothness

Speed
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Standard
matt Saïga

CURVE



36 TUULAÏ

60", 62", 64"

Sizes (H19’’)

30 - 40# 
in 5# increments

Poundage (H19’’)

Standard ILF

Fittings

      SMOOTHNESS + EASE
Tuulaï inherits the characterisrics of the Ex1Evo2 limb. Easy to set up, feel great 

to shoot, inspiring confidence as you progress. The Tuulaï speed will give you 

great sight marks. This limb generates little vibration or noise. 

Nature limbs are specifically designed to meet hunters and 3D archer’s expec-

tations with draw weights ( in 5lbs increments) and sizes based on a 19” riser.

       CHARACTERISTICS

25% Carbon   Evo2 Monolith Carbon 
Curve profile   ILF 
Weather resistant    Torsionally stable 
Waterproof             

NATURE, 3D, AND HUNTING

Stability

Smoothness

Speed
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Standard
matt

Tuulaï

CURVE



38 ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
FORMULA ADAPTER EVO²

      Change to Formula fittings!
Adapters to convert your ILF limbs to fit Formula risers.

100% Monolith Carbon.

The adapters do not affect the marked weight of the 

limbs.

Adapters fit uukha limbs only.

one size fits all Uukha limbsSizes

XPRO GRIPS
      Find the best fit
We offer a range of grips, these can be specified at the time of purchase of your riser or as an 

add-on accessory.

A resin grip covered with a textured coating for comfort and reduced slippage when wet.

Only fit on Uukha Xpro risers (Xpro and Xpro2). 

Grip U1-D/G
D(RH) - G(LH)

Grip Uukha N°1 
wide, medium 
height, inverted 
slope

Grip U2-D/G
D(RH) - G(LH)

Grip Uukha N°2 
medium width, 
low, deep for 
enhanced 
stability

Grip E-D/G
D(RH) - G(LH)

Close to Hoyt 
Ergo 
slim, low, 
rounded

Grip G-D/G
D(RH) - G(LH)

Close to Hoyt 
GMX
slim, medium 
height, rounded

Grip H-D/G
D(RH) - G(LH)

Close to Hoyt 
HPX
slim, medium 
height, rounded

Grip O-D/G
D(RH) - G(LH)

Close to Hoyt 
ORTHO
wide, high, 
inverted slope

Grip W-D/G
D(RH) - G(LH)

Close to W&W
slim, high, 
rounded



39 APPAREL

APPAREL

100% cotton 185 g/m²
High quality vinyl printing. Man cut / woman cut.

S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL*

Pro Staff jersey
100% polyester interlock jersey 140 g/m². 

Man cut / woman cut. S - M - L - XL - XXL* 

Sizes

JERSEY

T-SHIRT

100% heavy 
brushed cotton

CAP

100 %
polyacrylic

BEANIE

* XXXL Man only

* XXL Man only



contact@uukha.com

Limbs sizes poundage Finishes and decals

Risers

standard version
on special order
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your archery shop

www.uukha.com

copyright uukha 2019


